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Ocular Learning of Consumer Laws 
Episode 2: Misleading 

Advertisements & Liability of 
Endorsers  

 

Main 

Takeaway 

 

When an endorser is acting on behalf of an advertiser, what he or she 
is going to be is a commercial speech 
 
 

Introduction 

Meet our experts for the second episode– Dr. M.S. Kamath, Medico-
Legal Consultant, Honorary Secretary of Consumer Guidance Society of 
India, and Ms. Pushpa Girimaji, Senior Journalist in Consumer Law and 
Safety in conversation with Ms. Apoorvi Shrivastava 
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Takeaway 

    

Learnings 

 Misleading advertising can be penalty upto Rs. 10 Lakhs/Imprisonment for 2 years 
or both, if repeated, fine is extended upto Rs. 50 Lakhs/ Imprisonment for 5 years or 
both 

 CSGI has always been campaigning against misleading advertisements  
 Role if Misleading advertisement are 
 All- pervasive 
 Misleading  
 Misinformation  
 Cheating 

 Suggestions for regulations  
 Appoint Advertisement Regulatory Authority of India  
 To be headed by an ombudsman who is retired high court judge  
 To be paid for by 0.5% of profits of companies as CSR 
 To be given powers like consumer courts  

 Find problems, register complaints & give solutions  
 In our country advertisements are either you are an exploiter, or you are being 

exploited  
 You cannot blame the children for endorsing the brands & they cannot be held 

responsible for the misleading advertisements  
 We should blame the parents & the company for it 
 The guardian signing the contract on behalf of the child gets both the assets & 

liabilities that comes along with it  
 Celebrities endorses products that doesn’t give the results claimed by the celebrities 

& we don’t question celebrities or they have they tried the product 
 Money spent on the endorsements by the company is indeed collected by the 

consumers only  
 Law pertaining to endorsers have not been developed in India  
 Ethical/Moral/Legal are the key responsibilities of the celebrities to follow while 

endorsing the products & services  
 Endorsements must reflect the honest opinion, findings, beliefs, experience of the 

endorser  
 Endorser should not talk about the product they have not tried or make claims about 

it if they do not have proof regarding it.  
 Endorser will also be liable knowing hat he /she makes a false statement about the 

product. 
 In India, his liability of endorser didn’t give any attention. 
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Speaker 
Dr. M.S. Kamath,  
Medico- Legal Consultant, Honorary Secretary of Consumer Guidance Society 
of India  
(https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-m-s-kamath-7079ab64/?originalSubdomain=in) 
 
Ms. Pushpa Girimaji,  
Senior Journalist in Consumer Law and Safety 
(https://www.linkedin.com/in/pushpa-girimaji-52791829/?originalSubdomain=in) 
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